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Abstract. Heisenberg type groups are a class of 2-step nilpotent Lie groups

which have many similarities with Heisenberg groups. In this paper we consider

a commutative Banach algebra of radial, bounded, Borel measures on such

groups and prove a central limit theorem for measures in this algebra satisfying

suitable growth conditions.

0. Introduction

One of the main themes in the area of nilpotent Lie group analysis in the

past two decades has been the recognition of many parallels between analysis on

Euclidean space related to the orthogonal group on the one hand, and analysis

on the Heisenberg group and the unitary group on the other. [FH] is a very nice

survey of these ideas.

Many of these parallels extend in one way or another to the class of Heisen-

berg type groups (77-type groups). These groups were introduced by A. Kaplan

in [Ka]. In fact, in this paper, Kaplan shows that the sublaplacian on these

groups has a fundamental solution that is of the same form as the fundamental

solution on the Heisenberg group 77^. (The result on 77^ is due to Folland

[Fo], and possibly marks the beginning of the developments mentioned above.)

In this paper we introduce a commutative algebra of "radial", bounded, Borel

measures on 77-type groups. For probability measures in this algebra satisfying

certain integrability conditions we prove a central limit theorem analogous to

one of the Euclidean versions (Theorem 4.1).

This result and its proof are closely tied to the above-mentioned parallels.

Our proof is based on the classical Fourier analysis proof and exploits the quite

explicit formulas we have for the Gelfand transform of the above-mentioned

algebra.

Central limit theorems on noncommutative Lie groups have appeared in the

literature. Roynette [Ro] and Baldi, Bougerol, and Crepel [BBC] have proven
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such theorems on motion groups. The latter, in fact, uses a harmonic analysis

approach, not dissimilar from ours.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In § 1 we recall the definition of

a Heisenberg type group and some important aspects of harmonic analysis on

these groups. §2 introduces the commutative algebra of "radial" measures and

important facts related to the Gelfand theory of this algebra. In §3 we recall the

properties of the heat semigroup and its image under the Gelfand transform.

Finally §4 contains the central limit theorem and its proof.

1. PRELIMINARIES

We begin this section by recalling the definition of a Heisenberg type group,

following [Ka, CH].

Definition. A group of type 77 is a connected, simply connected, real Lie Group

whose Lie algebra is of type 77. A Lie algebra, n is of type 77 if n = v © z ;

v, z real Euclidean spaces, with a Lie algebra structure such that z is the center

of n for all v £\ of length one, ad^ is a surjective isometry of the orthogonal

complement of ker ad^ in v, onto z.

Let A^ be a type 77 group and n its Lie algebra. We can define a mapping

j : z —> End(v) by

(j(z)v,w) = (z, [v,w])

for z £ z, »,io6ï, It can be shown (cf. [K]) that

\j(z)v\ = \z\\v\   and   j(z)  =-\z\I.

Thus if <y is a unit vector in z (co £ Sz, ) then j(u>) defines a complex

structure on v. Let v^ be the space v equipped with the complex structure

j(co). Let { ,  }w denote the Hermitian form on \a:

{v, w}a = (v , w) + i(j(œ)v ,w) = (v,w) + i(co, [v, to]).

j(co) nondegenerate implies that v is even dimensional, say dimv = 2n .

The representation theory of type 77 groups is well known, (see [KR, CH]),

and is very similar to the Heisenberg group: There are basically two types of

irreducible unitary representations, one-dimensional characters, and infinite-

dimensional representations. The characters correspond to the representations

which are trivial on the center,

where z £ z, v, w £ v. The infinite-dimensional representations can be

parametrized by z-{0} which we identify with R+xSz. Let av w denote the

irreducible representation of n corresponding to (v, of) £ R+ x Sz. av w acts

on Hv w, the space of holomorphic functions on v^ such that

\Ul = j^(v)\2e-Mv^dv<œ,
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and ll^lly is the norm of Ç in Hv w . We have

/i   i\ r / \ci/     \ -v(\v\2+2{w ,v}„+i(z ,0))) E/ ,
O-2) \ov,JV, z)Ç\iw) = e Ia        n<l(v + co).

The Plancherel measure on R+ x Sz is cvn+9~ dv dœ where c is a constant

related to the surface measure of Sz, q is the dimension of z, and dœ is the

normalized surface measure on Sz. (For a discussion of the Plancherel formula

see [CH].)

There is a natural dilation structure on N. For 5 > 0 define ôs(v, z) =

(sv , s z). Ss is an automorphism of N and so

(1.3) (ôsf)(v,z)=s2(n+q)f(sv,s2z)

defines an automorphism of LX(N). This automorphism extends to Mb(N),

the bounded Borel measures on N, by duality.

2.   V-RADIAL MEASURES ON  77-TYPE GROUPS

Let Uw denote the unitary group on \w .   Uw acts naturally on Hv w . For

Ç€HV,a>  V € V '  A £ Uw  We have

(2.1) AZiv)=tiAv).

It is a direct consequence of (1.2) and (2.1) that

(2-2) Aauœ(Av,z) = ov0)(v,z)A.

ov w lifts to a representation of Mb(N). For p £ Mb(N) we have

VwM = / j °V,wiV > Z)d^V ' Z)-

p £ Mb(N) is said to be v radial if dp(Av , z) = dp(v , z) for all A £ 0(v).

Let Mb(Nf (respectively Lx(Nf) denote the closed Banach algebra generated

by the v-radial measures, (respectively v-radial Lx functions).

Mb(Nf is an example of a Gelfand-Levitan space (cf. [Ge]). Such spaces are

generalizations of Gelfand pairs. L (N) does not come from a Gelfand pair

unless N is the Heisenberg group, for in that case the v-radial L functions

form a subalgebra of Lx.

Lemma 2.1. If p £ Mb(Nf and A £ Uw then

A°»,o,(tl)Z(w) = av,<0AÇ(w)

where íeHv>a.

Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma for p v-radial as the v-radial measures

generate Mb(Nf.  A £ Uw implies that A £ 0(v). Since p is v-radial (2.2)
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implies that

a„,w^^Aw)= ljK,Jv> z)£](Aw)dp(v, z)

= jj A[avm(Av,z)Ç\(w)dpiAv,z)

= JjK,co(v> z)A¿l}(w)dp(v, z)

= [ovw(p)Atl](w).    D

For co £ Sz we can identify \œ with C" in such a way that {v, w}w becomes

the usual Hermitian form on C" . We introduce the usual orthonormal basis of

monomials on 77^ w: For m £ N¿ , N0 = (0, 1, 2, ...) let em = em v w in

Hv>m be

em(w) = (2v/n)n/2(2v)H/2(m\)-x/2wm,

where |m| = mx+m2-\-r-mn, m! = mj.m^ ■ ■ -mj. and wm = w^'w™2- ■ -w™n .

Let 3em denote the subspace of homogeneous polynomials of degree m .   Um

acts irreducibly on 3zm and it is well known that the action of Uw on Hv w

is multiplicity free.   Thus if p £ Mb(Ny, Lemma 2.1 implies that av w(p)

preserves each 3öm . By Schur's lemma av w acts on 3Bm by a scalar.  (This

scalar is just (av 01(p)em, em) for any m with |m| = m.) It follows that Mb(Nf

is a commutative Banach algebra.

We will denote by p(v, co, m) the matrix coefficient (av w(p)em , em) and

write

^u,w,m^) = ^, o),m)   where \m\ = m.

We also write

Xp(ß) = ß{p) = jj Xjv , z)dp(v , z),

where p = \w\ and xw is as in (1.1).

We now present three propositions which sum up some of the most important

facts related to the commutative Banach algebras, Mb(Nf and Lx(Nf . We

omit the proofs as they are completely analogous to the proofs on the 2« + 1

dimensional Heisenberg group. In this setting these results are well known and

can be found in [FH]. (See also [HR] and [BJR].)

Proposition 2.2. The spectrum of Lx(N)il, i.e. the set of nonzero multiplicative

linear functionals on L (Ny, is equal to

{Xu,m,m:veR+> w£Sz' m£N0}U{xp:p>0}.

Proposition 2.3. If p £ Mb(Nf then

(2.3) p(u,co, m) = f(e-ll'{z'(û)-^f[Lm(2u\v}\2)dp(v,z)
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where |m| = m and Lk is the Laguerre polynomial of degree k; that is,

Proposition 2.4. The set of functions in Lx(Nf whose Gelfand transform f has

compact support in Jf is dense in L (N) .

The rest of this section is devoted to some rather standard facts related to

the Gelfand theory of Lx(Nf that will be needed in §4. Let Jf denote the

Gelfand space of Lx(Nf . For / e 3"(N) the inversion formula on N takes

the form

f(v,z) = c[   f   Triav mif)ov ¿v, z)')vH+9-ldvda>.
JSZ JR+

If, furthermore, f£Lx(Nf then

(2.4)     f(v,z) = c      /   ^/(i/,ft), m)(ov    (v, z)*em, em)vn+q~xdudœ.

We will denote by 7 (Nf the ideal in LX(N)^ of functions whose Gelfand

transform has compact support. By Proposition 2.4 7 (N)^ is dense in Lx(Nf .

Lemma 2.5. 7 (Nf c CQ(N) where C0(N) denotes continuous functions on N

that vanish at infinity.

Proof. For \¡/£Lx(Jf) (all Lp(^) spaces with respect to the Plancherel mea-

sure), set

i&~1 y)iv , z) = c /   /   Y]y/(i/,o), m)(ov    (v , z)*em, em)u"+9'xdudco.
JSZ JR+

Let <p £ I (Nf. ^~x<p is continuous on N since tp has compact support.

Let {tpn} be a sequence of Schwartz functions in Lx(Nf (tpn £ S^(N)11) con-

verging to tp in LX(N)]>. Thus tpn converges uniformly to tp. Furthermore the

inversion formula hold for tp„ :

tpn(v, z) = (%~xtpn)(v, z).

It easily follows that tp — ̂ ~ tp ; hence tp is continuous. The decay in the v

coordinate of tp at infinity follows from the rapid decay at infinity of

2    m

7-1

and the dominated convergence theorem. The decay in the z coordinate follows

from the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma.   D
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The Plancherel theorem in this setting has it that for f, g £ S*'(N)*1,

(2.5) (f,g)=       / + ̂ 2f(u, ft), m)g(v, co, m)un+9~xdu dco

= if, g).

The image of 3"(Nf under the Gelfand transform is dense in CQ(Jf) by the

Stone-Weierstrass theorem. Hence this image is dense in L2(¿€). Together

with (2.5) this implies that f -> f extends to an isometry of L2(Nf onto

l}(Jf). (Here, L2(Nf denotes the L2 closure of S(N)*.)

Lemma 2.6. Let p £ MbiNf and tp £ Ik(Nf . Then

(p, tp) = (fi, tp).

Proof. Let {gn} be an approximate identity in Lx(Nf suchthat gn is also in
*? 9 h

L (N) for n = 0, 1, 2, ... . We have p*gn£ L (Ny and (p*gn) converges

uniformly to p . Hence it follows from the dominated convergence theorem and

the Plancherel formula (2.5) that

(p,q>)= lim (p*g    <p)= lim (p-g    (p) = (p, tp).   D
n—>oo n—>oo

3. The heat semigroup

Let A be the usual Laplacian on v. We will denote by {p,}(>0 the semigroup

of solutions of the heat equation corresponding to A on the group N. The

following properties of pt are well known (cf. [Hu]):

(i)  P, >0;
(ii)  pt is v-radial and in C00^);

(iii)   ¡fpt(v, z)dvdz=\.

We would like to compute pt(v, co, m) explicitly. This can be done easily

upon noting that ov is essentially the representation of a 2« + 1 dimensional

subgroup of N that is isomorphic to 77n. To see this note that the orthogonal

complement co , of co in z, is contained in ker(av w). Hence av w factors

through to a representation of N/ exp(co+). Since j(co) is nondegenerate this

quotient group is isomorphic to Hn.

Viewed in this way we can use the well-known fact (cf. [Ta]) that ov W(-A)

is diagonalized by {em} and

(3-1) ovw(-A)em = (2\m\ + n)em.

It is another well-known result (cf. [Ta]) that

(3.2) *„..(*,)-^-^->--W.

It follows from (3.1) and (3.2) that

/-> ->\ *• / \ —tv(2\m\+n)
(3.3) pt(v, co,m) = e '.
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4. Main theorem

Let Co(Nf denote the uniform closure of 7'c(Ar)t'. The main result of this

paper is the following central limit theorem.

Theorem 4.1. Let p £ MX(N)^ be a probability measure such that

(i)   ff(z,z')dp(v,z) = 0 for all z £z,

(ii)   //e      dp(v, z) < oo  for some   a > 0,

(iii)   ¡f\v\2dp(v, z) = n.

Then (¿^(p))*   converges weakly to px, i.e.

{(S^(fi)f ,<p)^(px,tp)   for all tp £ C0(Nf,

where px denotes the element of the semigroup {pt} corresponding to t = I.

(See §3.)

Proof. The integrability hypothesis (ii) above insures that (2.3) makes sense

not only for v > 0, but on a neighborhood of v = 0. Using (2.3) it is easily

computed that p(0, co, m) = 1 and that

d
d

-p(0,co,m)= -i(z,co)-\v\2-^22mj\Vj\2   dp(v, z)
J J 7=1

= -//¿(2w;+1)K|2^'Z)
JJ   j=\

= - ¿(2m;. + n) if \Vj\2dp(v , z)
7 = 1 JJ

= -(2\m\ + n).

The Taylor-Maclaurin expansion of p(u, co, m) in v is

p(v, co, m) = 1 - (2|m| + n)v + o(v).

Now from (1.3) and (2.3) it follows that

(«W^H^ > w, m) = p(v/k, co, m).

If we set pk = (¿^(p))*   then

k
pk(v, co, m) = (1 - (2|m| + n)v/k +o(v/k)) .

This, together with (3.3), immediately yields

limpk(v, co, m) =px(v , co, m).
k—»oo

We now need to go from pointwise convergence of the transforms to weak

»nvergence

implies that

convergence on the group. First we will assume that cp £ I (Nf . Lemma (2.6)

lim (pk , tp) = lim (pk, tp) = (px, cp),
k—»oo k—>oo
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provided we can justify the second equality above. This follows from the dom-

inated convergence theorem as pk is dominated by 1 and cp £ C0(Jt). The

result extends to all of C0(Ny by a 3e argument using the uniform bounded-

ness of {pk}.   D

Remark. It would nice to do away with hypothesis (ii) in the statement of the

theorem. Such an integrability condition does not arise in either the classical

case or on the motion group (cf. [Ro, BBC]). At the moment the author does

not see a way to avoid it.
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